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New Issue - Mortimer BTL 2021-1 PLC issues RMBS notes
backed by prime BTL UK mortgages

Capital structure

Exhibit 1

Definitive ratings

Series Rating

Amount 

(Million) % of assets

Legal final 

maturity

Coupon pre step-up 

date*

Coupon post step-

up date Subordination**

Reserve 

fund***

Total credit 

enhancement****

Class A Aaa (sf) £245.00 87.50% Jun-2053 SONIA + 0.700% SONIA + 1.050% 12.50% 0.93% 13.43%

Class B Aa1 (sf) £16.80 6.00% Jun-2053 SONIA + 1.100% SONIA + 1.650% 6.50% 0.93% 7.43%

Class C Aa3 (sf) £9.80 3.50% Jun-2053 SONIA + 1.450% SONIA + 2.175% 3.00% 0.00% 3.00%

Class D A1 (sf) £6.30 2.25% Jun-2053 SONIA + 1.850% SONIA + 2.775% 0.75% 0.00% 0.75%

Class E A2 (sf) £2.10 0.75% Jun-2053 SONIA + 3.400% SONIA + 4.400% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Class X1 Ba1 (sf) £11.90 4.25% Jun-2053 SONIA + 3.840% SONIA + 3.840% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Class X2 B3 (sf) £5.60 2.00% Jun-2053 SONIA + 5.940% SONIA + 5.940% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Total £280.00 106.25%

* The interest payable on all notes and Certificates is deferrable except for the most senior class of notes, with interest accruing
on deferred payments at a rate equal to its corresponding interest rate. SONIA = compounded daily SONIA, which means the
rate of return of a daily compound interest investment (with the daily Sterling overnight reference rate as reference rate for the
calculation of interest). Step up date is 21st June 2026.
** At close.
*** As a percentage of total assets. This is equal to 1.0% of Class A and Class B notes.
**** No benefit attributed to excess spread.
Source: Mortimer BTL 2021-1 PLC transaction documents, Moody's Investors Service

Summary
Mortimer BTL 2021-1 PLC is a static cash securitisation of first lien buy-to-let (BTL)
mortgages extended on residential properties to individual and limited companies obligors
located in England, Scotland and Wales. This is the third public RMBS securitisation by
LendInvest BTL Limited (LendInvest, NR). LendInvest acts also as the servicer, but has
delegated the servicing activity to Pepper (UK) Limited (Pepper, NR).

At the pool cut-off date, the securitised portfolio consists of mortgage loans extended by
LendInvest to 1,099 prime borrowers. The current pool balance is approximately equal to
£280.0 million. Approximately 52.5% of the loans were originated in 2021.

Our credit opinion is the result of our analysis of a wide array of quantitative and qualitative
factors, including the pool characteristics and the originator and servicer reviews. The credit
opinion of the transaction also considers the structural features, such as credit enhancement
and liquidity available for each class of notes as well as mitigants to servicer disruption risk.

This document has been prepared for the use of Victorien Pichon and is protected by law. It may not be copied, transferred or disseminated unless
authorized under a contract with Moody's or otherwise authorized in writing by Moody's.
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Credit strengths
The following factors are the strongest features of this transaction:

» Static structure: The structure does not include a revolving period. Hence there is no additional loss potentially arising from
replenishing portfolios. (See “Securitisation structure description - Detailed description of the transaction”)

» Product switches and further advances: There is no obligation for LendInvest to grant further advances and product switches.
This prevents the portfolio from adverse changes after closing. (See “Asset descriptions - Changes to the asset pool after issuance”)

» Interest coverage ratio (ICR): The gross ICR criteria for underwriting for single properties are in line with market standards. For
complex BTL products we view the ICR criteria to be stronger than the market average. (See “Asset analysis - Additional analysis -
Originator quality”)

» Low Loan-to-Value (LTV): The portfolio benefits of a relatively low weighted average loan-to-market-value (LTMV) of
approximately 72.1%. (See “Asset descriptions - Asset as of cut-off date”)

» Excess spread: The transaction benefits from positive excess spread, which provides an extra layer of protection to the transaction.
If any excess spread is not used, it will be used to pay interest and principal of Class X1 and X2 notes. (See “Securitisation structure
description - Detailed description of the transaction - Flow of funds”)

Credit challenges
The transaction contains the following challenges:

» Operational risk: LendInvest Limited is an unrated entity. It started its operations in the area of bridging finance in 2008. The
BTL business emerged in 2017 only. The transaction does envisage certain structural mitigants to operational risk such as a servicer
facilitator, an independent cash manager, and an experienced delegated servicer, Pepper (UK) Limited. However, all loans securitised
have been underwritten according to the originator's official underwriting criteria which is in line with market standards. (See “Asset
description - Originator and Servicer”)

» Lack of liquidity support for notes subordinated to Class B: While the liquidity reserve provides sufficient liquidity support to
Classes A and B, Classes C to E do not benefit from any liquidity support as long as more senior classes of notes remain outstanding.
Only once a class becomes the most senior outstanding class of notes, it starts to benefit from principal to pay interest. The lack of
liquidity support for Class C could lead to a missed interest payment on this class in the event of a servicing disruption, which has a
negative impact on the rating of Class C. (See “Securitisation structure description – Detailed description of the structure”)

» Limited historical data: LendInvest has only been originating mortgages in its current form since 2017. The historical arrears,
prepayment and default data provided covers approximately 3 years, less than a full product cycle. We have considered this in our
qualitative assessment. (See “Asset description - Originator and Servicer”)

» Vintage concentration: Due to the short origination history of BTL origination of LendInvest, the majority of the of the buy-to-
let portfolio was originated in 2021 (52.5%) and 2020 (46.9%). The weighted average seasoning of the pool is 0.4 years. We have
taken this into account in our quantitative assessment. (See “Asset descriptions - Asset as of cut-off date”)

» Presence of specialised buy-to-Let loans: 100.0% of the portfolio is composed of buy-to-let loans. Buy-to-let loans are granted
for purchase of properties which will be let out to tenants. The affordability of mortgage is based on gross rental income yield,
rather than income of the borrower. Lendinvest requires borrowers with less than 12 months of experience to have a minimum gross
income GBP 30,000. Furthermore, the portfolio consists of approximately 16.0% of specialized BTL lending in form of either house
in multiple occupation (HMO) or multi unit freehold block (MUFB). We have taken into account the risk associated with such loans
in our in the MILAN and EL assessment. (See “Asset descriptions - Asset as of cut-off date”)

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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» Basis risk: The portfolio is comprised of 100.0% fixed rate paying mortgages while the notes will pay SONIA plus spread. All loans
will reset to three-months sterling LIBOR/ Bank of England Base Rate(BBR) plus margin rate by end of May 2026. To mitigate this
interest rate mismatch the Issuer has entered into a fixed-floating interest rate swap with J.P. Morgan AG (Aa1(cr)/P-1(cr)). Over
time, all the loans in the portfolio will reset from fixed rate to a floating rate linked to three months LIBOR/BBR. As is the case in
many UK RMBS transactions, this basis risk mismatch between the floating rate on the underlying loans and the floating rate on
the notes will be unhedged. Moody’s has applied a stress to account for the basis risk, in line with the stresses applied to the various
types of unhedged basis risk seen in UK RMBS. (See “Securitisation Structure Analysis - Additional Structural Analysis - Interest Rate
Mismatch”)

» Current economic uncertainty: The coronavirus pandemic has had a significant impact on economic activity. Although global
economies have shown a remarkable degree of resilience to date and are returning to growth, the uneven effects on individual
businesses, sectors and regions will continue throughout 2021 and will endure as a challenge to the world’s economies well beyond
the end of the year. While persistent virus fears remain the main risk for a recovery in demand, the economy will recover faster if
vaccines and further fiscal and monetary policy responses bring forward a normalization of activity. As a result, there is a heightened
degree of uncertainty around our forecasts. Our analysis has considered the effect on the performance of consumer assets from
a gradual and unbalanced recovery in the UK economic activity. We regard the coronavirus outbreak as a social risk under our
ESG framework, given the substantial implications for public health and safety. (See “Securitisation Structure Analysis - Additional
Structural Analysis - Interest Rate Mismatch”)

ESG considerations
Except with respect to the coronavirus outbreak, which we consider a social risk as described below, in general, we consider ESG risks
to be low. Environmental risk is low, based on pool diversification and the presence of insurance, which mitigates many risks from
natural disasters. For regional concentrations, our model applies an adjustment depending on the degree of concentration. Social
risk is moderate, based on the effects of the coronavirus and the likelihood of governmental efforts to alleviate burdens to mortgage
borrowers in times of stress, which, in some cases, can negatively impact loan performance or cash flows. Governance risk is low based
on a number of transactional features that support the integrity of the transaction’s operations for the benefit of investors. Please refer
to our Cross-Sector Rating Methodology: General Principles for Assessing Environmental, Social and Governance Risks, 26 April 2021,
which explains our general principles for assessing ESG risks in our credit analysis globally.

» Environmental: This transaction has low exposure to meaningful environmental risks; however, the potential consequences,
mitigated by the short transaction tenor, are not likely to be material to the credit quality of the notes (See “Asset analysis -
Additional asset analysis - ESG - Environmental considerations”).

» Social: We regard the coronavirus outbreak as a social risk under our ESG framework, given the substantial implications for public
health and safety. Our analysis has considered the increased uncertainty relating to the effect of the coronavirus outbreak on the
EMEA economy as well as the effects that the announced measures by governments will have on the performance of the RMBS
sector. Specifically, for RMBS, home loan performance could weaken due to an increase in unemployment rate or other factors
that may limit the borrower’s income and their ability to service debt. The softening of property prices due to lower demand,
among other factors, will reduce recoveries on defaulted loans, also a credit negative. Furthermore, borrower assistance programs to
affected borrowers, such as payment holidays, may adversely impact scheduled cash flows to bondholders. Also, policymakers may
limit creditors’ right to initiate mortgage foreclosures, since housing is a key social concern, which would negatively affect recovery
rates on the assets. (See “Asset analysis - Additional asset analysis - ESG - Social considerations”).

» Governance: Governance risks for this transaction are low based on the presence of transaction features such as risk retention,
comprehensive agreed upon procedures (AUPs) report, servicing oversight, and R&W enforcement. (See “Securitisation structue
analysis - Additional structural analysis - ESG - Governance considerations”).
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Key characteristics

Exhibit 3

Asset characteristics
(Securitised pool, cut-off date as of 17/05/2021)
Key Characteristics Mortimer BTL 2021-1 PLC

Seller: LendInvest BTL Limited (LendInvest, NR)

Originator: LendInvest

Servicer(s): LendInvest

Sub-servicer: Pepper (UK) Limited (Pepper, NR)

Legal title holder LendInvest

Back-up servicer facilitator: The Law Debenture Corporate Services Limited (NR)

Receivables: First-lien prime mortgage loans to individual and limited companies obligors secured by residential property located in 

England, Scotland and Wales

Methodology used: Moody's Approach to Rating RMBS Using the MILAN Framework, December 2020

Total current amount: £280,000,695

Number of borrowers: 1,099

Borrower concentration: Top 20 borrowers make up 9.3% of the pool

WA remaining term: 20.6 years

WA seasoning: 0.4 years

Interest basis: 100.0% fixed

WA current LTV: 72.1%, all are interest only loans

WA original LTV: 72.1%

Moody’s calculated WA indexed LTV: 72.4%

Borrower credit profile: Prime borrowers 

Delinquency status: 0.0% loans are in arrears

Sources: Mortimer BTL 2021-1 PLC transaction document, Moody's Investors Service
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The exhibit given below shows the counterparties associated with the transaction. N/A stands for those counterparties that do not
apply to the transaction.

Exhibit 4

Securitisation structure characteristics
Issuer: Mortimer BTL 2021-1 PLC

Issuer administrator / corporate service provider: The Law Debenture Corporate Services Limited (NR)

Models used: MILAN (UK settings) & ABSROM

Excess spread at closing: 1.99% before accounting payments for Class X1 and X2 notes and Certificates. The excess spread 

calculation takes into account the senior fees, swap costs, and the estimated margins as of closing.

Length of revolving period: N/A

Back-up servicer(s): Pepper (UK) Limited (Pepper, NR)

Back-up servicer facilitator: The Law Debenture Corporate Services Limited (NR)

Cash manager: Citibank N.A., London Branch (Aa3/(P)P-1; Aa3(cr)/P-1(cr))

Back-up calculation/computational agent: N/A

Swap counterparty: J.P. Morgan AG (Aa1(cr)/P-1(cr))

Issuer account bank: Citibank N.A., London Branch (Aa3/(P)P-1; Aa3(cr)/P-1(cr))

Collection account bank: Barclays Bank PLC (A1/P-1; A1(cr)/P-1(cr))

Swap collateral account bank: Elavon Financial Services D.A.C., UK branch (Aa2/P-1 backed LT bank deposits) 

Principal paying agent: Citibank N.A., London Branch (Aa3/(P)P-1; Aa3(cr)/P-1(cr))

Trustee: Citicorp Trustee Company Limited (NR)

Arranger: Citigroup Global Markets Limited ((A1/P-1 Issuer rating; Aa3(cr)/P-1(cr))

Joint lead managers: Standard Chartered Bank (A1/P-1 deposit rating; A1(cr)/P-1(cr))

Citigroup Global Markets Limited ((A1/P-1 Issuer rating; Aa3(cr)/P-1(cr))

National Australia Bank Limited (Aa3/P-1; Aa2(cr)/P-1(cr))

HSBC Bank plc ((A1/P-1; Aa3(cr)/P-1(cr))
Credit enhancements/reserves: Excess spread

Non-amortizing liquidity reserve fund of 1.0% of Class A to B notes at closing until step-up date. After step-

up, the RF amortizes to 1% of class A & B. 

Subordination
Form of liquidity: Liquidity reserve fund for Class A to B notes

Principal to pay interest mechanism available for Class A to E notes subject to certain conditions

Excess spread

Number of interest payments covered by liquidity: The reserve Fund would be sufficient to cover around 13.2 months of interest payments for Class A. 

Interest payments: Quarterly on each payment date

Principal payments: Pass-through on each payment date

Payment dates: 21st March, June, September and December each year

First payment date: 21-Sep-21

Hedging arrangements: Fixed-floating swap: the issuer will pay a fixed rate and receive SONIA

Sources: Mortimer BTL 2021-1 PLC transaction document, Moody's Investors Service
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Asset description
Mortimer BTL 2021-1 PLC is a static cash securitisation of residential BTL mortgages extended to obligors located in England, Scotland
and Wales. The assets backing the notes are first-ranking prime mortgage loans originated by LendInvest. All loans in the pool are
secured on residential properties located in England, Scotland and Wales.

Asset as of cut-off date
Securitised pool cut-off date is 17 May 2021.

Pool characteristics
The securitised portfolio consists of the following mortgage loan types, in whole loans or as parts:

» Fixed rate loans: 100.0% of the portfolio are fixed rate loans as of closing. The loans outstanding have a fixed rate period of
between 1 and 5 years. Their interest rate will reset to three months sterling LIBOR/BBR; maximum reset date is May 2026.

» Interest-only mortgage loans: 100.0% of the pool is comprised of interest-only mortgage loans where the borrower will make a
bullet payment of principal at the end of the loan tenor;

» The portfolio consists of approximately 16.0% of specialized BTL lending in form of either house in multiple occupation (HMO) or
multi unit freehold block (MUFB). Such properties are considered to be complex buy-to-let property investments.

» Low LTV: The WA current LTV of the loan portfolio is approximately 72.1%.

» Borrower Type: Private borrowers or companies in form of either a UK private limited company or a UK limited liability partnerships.
In the case of a company as borrower, the main shareholder(s) or partner(s) provided a personal guarantee.

» Borrower concentration: The pool's borrower concentration is high with the largest 20 borrowers representing approximately 9.3%
of the current balance.

Exhibit 5 illustrates that the majority of the loans in the pool were originated in 2020 and 2021. Exhibit 6 highlights that none of the
loans are currently in arrears.

Exhibit 5

Portfolio breakdown by date of origination
Exhibit 6

Portfolio breakdown by months current since origination (no loans
in arrears)
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Exhibit 7 shows that around 75.9% of the pool has a current LTV between 70% and 80%. The WA LTV of the whole portfolio is 72.1%.
Exhibit 8 shows the regional concentration of the portfolio. According to Moody's mapping, around 33.7% and 25.3% of the loans are
concentrated in the South East Region and the London region, respectively.
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Exhibit 7

Portfolio breakdown by LTV
Exhibit 8

Portfolio breakdown by geography*
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Originator and servicer
The originator and servicer, LendInvest, is a mortgage lender in the United Kingdom, wholly owned by LendInvest Limited, a company
incorporated under the laws of England and Wales on 17th July 2012. All personnel in the LendInvest business are employed by
LendInvest Limited. Different to other BTL lenders in the UK, LendInvest is registered with the FCA solely for the purpose of the FCA’s
anti-money laundering supervision.

LendInvest currently specializes in Bridging Finance, Development Finance and Buy-to-Let products. Its sales network consists of 1,300
individual BTL brokers, as well as clubs, packagers, networks and the regionally based business development managers with central sales
support desk providing active support.

LendInvest underwrites loans for private individuals and corporate entities. For corporate entities personal guarantees from the main
shareholder(s) or partner(s) are provided. Application are submitted by brokers using an online origination platform. The underwriting
decision is left to LendInvest. As of March 2021, on average 55% of the applications become an offer, and 87% of the offers result in
contract closing.

LendInvest has originated all loans for Mortimer 2021-1 PLC and it continues to act as servicer for the loans after the sale. The vast
majority of LendInvest's BTL book in the warehouses will be securitised. The servicing is delegated to Pepper (UK) Limited.

Pepper was formerly known as Oakwood Global Finance, originally established in 2003, then acquired by the Pepper Group in
September 2013, becoming Pepper (UK) Limited. Pepper (UK) Limited is a specialist loan servicing company providing tailored services
to investor and banking clients in the UK. With over 183 staff based in London and North Yorkshire, Pepper (UK) Limited manages
residential mortgages, buy-to-let, commercial real estate and consumer loan assets.

Pepper (UK) Limited currently has over £15.0bn of assets under management, from multiple originators and have facilitated over 40
portfolio trades across various markets totaling in excess of £5.0bn.

This is the originator’s third RMBS transaction. We have received the arrears data, prepayment data and default data for the period
December 2017 to March 2021. Arrears and defaults remained very low to date, with no principal loss recorded.

Further information regarding the servicer and originator, including our originator and servicer reviews can be found in Appendices 1-4.

Eligibility criteria
The key eligibility criteria are the following:

» Each mortgage constitutes a first legal mortgage or a first ranking standard security;

» No borrower is at present an employee of the seller or any related company;
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» The amount of each loan has been fully advanced to the borrower and contains no obligations to make any further advanced;

» No borrower has a right to a product switch under the conditions of the loan;

» All loans are denominated and payable in GBP;

» The first payment due was paid within one of months of the due date;

» If the borrower is a corporate entity (UK private limited company or UK limited liability partnership), the entity is registered in
England, Wales, or Scotland. Additionally, the borrower has at least one shareholder or partner that holds 25% or more of the
shares or partnership rights. All main shareholder(s) or partner(s) holding a 25% or more of the shares or partnership rights must
provide a personal guarantee on a joint and several basis.;

» If the borrower is a natural person, the borrower was at least 18 years old at the time of the loan origination;

» Each property is a residential property located in England, Wales or Scotland;

» No loan has a principal balance greater than GBP 1,122,000 on the issue date;

» The maximum LTV in respect of each loan (excluding fees) is 80%;

» There is no litigation or claim in respect of any borrower, loan or collateral security;

» Each loan is a BTL loan and no borrower is entitled to reside in the relevant property;

» Each loan is not one or more monthly instalments in arrears, and has not been one or more monthly instalments in arrears in the 12
months preceding the issue date;

» No loan is a defaulted loan and no borrower has breached any of its obligations under the loan;

» Subject to exceptions made in accordance with the lending policy, each loan has had a minimum debt service cover ratio (“DSCR”)
of 125% for corporate borrowers and 125% for individual borrowers as at the date of its respective origination where the calculation
of the DSCR shall be made by reference to the stressed interest of 5% or the pay rate chargeable only on the original principal
amount advanced to the relevant borrower (excluding fees).

Changes to the asset pool after issuance
Mortimer BTL 2021-1 PLC is a static cash securitisation, the assets backing the notes are first-ranking prime mortgage loans. All loans in
the pool are secured by residential properties in the UK. The seller shall repurchase or substitute mortgage loans to replace any relevant
loans upon breaches of the representations and warranties.

Further advances
The borrowers may request further advances. The mortgage conditions do not contain any contractual obligations requiring the seller
to agree to further advances. However, should the seller agree to a further advance, then the seller will be obliged to repurchase such
loan(s) from the issuer on or prior to the effective date of the further advance.

Product switches
The borrowers may request a product switch. The mortgage conditions do not contain any contractual obligations requiring the seller
to agree to a product switch. However, should the seller agree to a product switch, then the seller will be obliged to repurchase such
loan(s) from the issuer on or prior to the effective date of the product switch.

Agreed upon procedures (AuP)
An AUP was performed in May 2021 and we have received the results of this AUP. We consider the results to be in line with what we
have seen for comparable transactions.

We have also received a legal opinion in relation to the enforceability of the mortgages, the conclusions of such opinions are in line
with our expectations and provide comfort on loan security, title and enforceability.
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Asset analysis
Primary asset analysis
The first step in the analysis of the credit quality of the pool is to determine a loss distribution of the mortgages to be securitised. In
order to determine the shape of the curve, two parameters are needed: the expected loss and the volatility around this expected loss.
These parameters are derived mainly from two important sources: historical loss data and the MILAN loan-by-loan model.

Expected loss
We use performance data provided by the originator in addition to other relevant data in order to extrapolate expected losses for the
loan pool. Examples of data include market and sector wide performance data, the performance of other securitisations, and other
originators’ data.

The expected loss of 1.5% for this transaction is based on Moody's assessment of the lifetime loss expectation for the pool taking into
account: (i) the collateral performance of Lendinvest originated loans to date, with cumulative losses of 0% during the past 3 years; (ii)
the performance of previously securitised portfolios, with cumulative losses of 0% to date; (iii) very low CCJs in the pool; (iv) 16.0% of
the loans in the pool backed by multifamily properties; (v) the current macroeconomic environment in the UK and the impact of future
interest rate rises on the performance of the mortgage loans; and (vi) benchmarking with other UK BTL transactions.

MILAN model
To obtain the volatility under “stressed” scenarios, we take into account historical data. However, historical volatility may not be
significant (given insufficient data points, or incomplete data), and in addition may not be representative for the future as it is based on
the previous economic environments experienced.

Consequently, we determine a number representing the enhancement that would be required for a pool of mortgages to obtain a
rating consistent with Aaa under highly stressed conditions. This enhancement number (the MILAN CE number) is produced by using
a loan-by-loan model, which looks at each loan in the pool individually and based on its individual characteristics such as LTV or other
identified drivers of risk, will produce a benchmark CE number. This assumes stressed recovery rates (through house price decline), time
to recovery, interest rates and costs to foreclosure. The weighted-average benchmark CE number will then be adjusted according to
positive and negative characteristics of each loan or of the pool as a whole to produce the MILAN CE number.

MILAN CE for this pool is 13.0%, this is higher than the UK Prime RMBS sector average and follows Moody's assessment of the loan-
by-loan information taking into account following key drivers: (i) the WA current LTV for the pool of 72.1%; (ii) top 20 borrowers
constituting 9.3% of the pool; (iii) static nature of the pool; (iv) the fact that all the loans in the pool are interest-only; (v) the share of
self-employed borrowers of 13.1%, and legal entities of 76.3%; (vi) 16.0% of the loans in the pool backed by multifamily properties; and
(vii) benchmarking with similar UK BTL transactions.

Lognormal distribution
The MILAN CE number and the expected loss number are based on Rating Committee discussions and are used to derive the lognormal
distribution of the pool losses. Due to the large number of loans and supporting historical data, we use a continuous distribution to
approximate the loss distribution.

The standard deviation of the distribution is found by setting the expected loss of the area of the lognormal distribution beyond the
MILAN CE equal to the expected loss that is consistent with the idealised expected loss of an Aaa tranche.

Interest rate mismatch
At closing 100.0% of the loans in the pool are fixed-rate mortgages, which will revert to three-month sterling LIBOR/BBR plus a margin
between June 2021 and May 2026, with a weighted average time to reversion of around 4 years. The notes coupons are linked to
SONIA, which leads to an interest rate mismatch in the transaction. To mitigate the fixed-floating mismatch, the Issuer intends to
enter into a swap agreement.

Excess spread
The annualised excess spread at closing (calculated as the WA interest rate mortgage loan receivables minus WA swap rates for Class
A to E notes and senior fees) is around 2.0%. However, this spread may decrease over time, depending on, among other things, actual
performance and prepayments rates. The portfolio spread vector net of swap rate including prepayment stress is as follows:
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Exhibit 9

Spread vector
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Comparables
The performance of the UK BTL RMBS sector has been largely stable over the last few years but our outlook for the sector is negative.
As of February 2021, the 90+ days delinquencies of the UK BTL RMBS market were around 0.63%, and the cumulative losses were
around 0.26%. As of November 2020, the 90+ days delinquencies were around 0.59%, and the cumulative losses were around 0.27%.

See below for charts of how comparable deals in the sector have performed.

Exhibit 10

90+ days delinquency trend for the UK BTL RMBS
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Exhibit 11

UK BTL RMBS cumulative losses - trend by originator*
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* Numerator: Cumulative losses since closing date. Denominator: Original pool balance plus cumulative replenishments for standalone deals; and current pool balance plus cumulative
additions for Master Trusts
Source: Moody’s Investors Service

The exhibits below show the comparison of the collateral characteristics of Mortimer BTL 2021-1 PLC to its peers.

Exhibit 12

Benchmark table - collateral characteristics

Deal Name

Mortimer BTL 2021-

1 PLC

London Wall Mortgage 

Capital plc, Series Fleet 

2021-01

Canada Square 

Funding 2021-1 PLC

Twin Bridges 2021-

1 PLC

Atlas Funding 2021-

1 PLC Hops Hill No.1 plc

Lanebrook Mortgage 

Funding 2020-1 plc

Mortimer BTL 

2019-1 PLC

Closing date 21-Jun-21 17-May-21 11-Mar-21 03-Mar-21 01-Feb-21 26-Jan-21 30-Sep-20 21-Jun-19

Information from Closing pool Closing pool Closing pool Closing pool Closing pool Closing pool Closing pool Closing pool

Originator(s) LendInvest Fleet Fleet; HEY 

HABITO LTD; 

LANDBAY; Zephyr 

Homeloans

Paratus AMC Lendco Limited Keystone 

Property Finance

TML LendInvest

Servicer(s) LendInvest Fleet CLS; Fleet; 

LANDBAY; 

Pepper UK

Paratus AMC Link Mortgage 

Services Limited

Pepper UK TML LendInvest

MILAN CE 13.0% 12.0% 13.0% 13.0% 18.0% 16.0% 16.0% 16.0%

Expected loss 1.5% 1.3% 2.0% 2.0% 3.0% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%

Avg. current LTV 72.1% 71.0% 70.4% 71.3% 69.0% 71.4% 72.5% 71.7%

% current LTV >= 70% 77.3% 75.0% 73.6% 70.1% 57.8% 66.7% 78.7% 73.2%

% current LTV >= 80% 1.4% 1.9% 1.4% 1.7% 1.9% 6.6% 7.1% 5.5%

% current LTV >= 90% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

% self employed 13.1% 39.4% 24.1% 25.1% 29.2% 25.2% 42.7% 23.0%

% self certified 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

% fast track 0.0% N/A 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% N/A 0.0% N/A

% non-owner occupied (Includes: partial 

owner, vacation or second homes)

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

% fixed interest 100.0% 96.7% 93.2% 92.8% 95.1% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

% fixed interest resetting after 5 years 0.0% 3.2% 0.6% 21.4% 0.0% 8.5% 0.0% 14.0%

Total arrears 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

% CCJs* 0.3% 2.0% 0.9% 2.1% 0.2% 1.4% 0.0% 0.5%

% IVA / bankruptcy 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

% right to buy 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Max regional concentration South East 

(33.7%)

South East (38.2%) South East 

(38.2%)

South East 

(38.6%)

London (58.2%) London (32.1%) London (31.0%) London (38.5%)

Max vintage concentration 2021 (52.5%) 2020 (59.6%) 2020 (87.6%) 2020 (82.0%) 2019 (57.7%) 2020 (55.4%) 2019 (61.5%) 2018 (50.02%)

% brokers 100.0% 88.8% 87.9% 85.1% 100.0% 100.0% 70.9% 0.0%

% remortgage 53.6% 72.8% 41.2% 50.6% 74.3% 51.7% 8.8% 72.4%

* also includes CCJs more than five years prior to loan origination. Only 0.1% CCJs in the last five years before loan origination.
Source: Moody's Investors Service
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Exhibit 13

Benchmark table - collateral characteristics continued

Deal Name

Mortimer BTL 

2021-1 PLC

London Wall Mortgage 

Capital plc, Series Fleet 

2021-01

Canada Square 

Funding 2021-1 PLC

Twin Bridges 2021-

1 PLC

Atlas Funding 2021-

1 PLC Hops Hill No.1 plc

Lanebrook 

Mortgage 

Funding 2020-1 

plc

Mortimer BTL 

2019-1 PLC

Current balance £280,000,695 £309,104,136 £244,591,012 £299,805,426 £298,991,357 £315,958,930* £330,574,566 £259,181,187

Avg. loan per borrower £254,777 £210,704 £241,690 £274,296 £622,898 £296,675 £216,062 £227,351

Borrower top 20 (as % of pool bal) 9.3% 6.1% 9.0% 9.8% 18.0% 9.8% 8.4% 12.0%

WA interest rate 3.57% 3.6% 3.7% 3.6% 3.8% 3.4% 3.7% 3.7%

WA seasoning in years 0.4 0.6 0.2 0.3 1.3 0.8 1.2 0.5

WA time to reset in years 4.0 3.5 3.9 4.1 3.5 3.9 3.3 4.0

WA time to maturity in years 20.6 22.2 22.1 22.8 20.7 22.0 21.8 18.7

Maximum maturity date 11/May/2051 31/Mar/2051 10/Dec/2055 28/Mar/2055 26/Oct/2055 26/Nov/2050 04/May/2055 08/May/2049

Avg. house price stress rate 38.0% 38.9% 38.6% 38.2% 39.5% 38.0% 36.5% 37.9%

Avg. house price change since origination 1.7% 3.7% 2.3% 0.8% 4.3% 4.1% 2.5% -1.0%

* As of definitive pool cut-off date, the pool size is £337,237,509
Source: Moody's Investors Service

Additional asset analysis
Data quantity and content
We received dynamic arrears, prepayment and default data from 2017 to 2021. The quantity and quality of data received regarding
performance is in line with other comparable transactions that have achieved high investment grade ratings. An investor report, which
will be published quarterly, is expected to contain all necessary information for us to monitor the transaction.

Originator quality
We have reviewed LendInvest's procedures and practices and found LendInvest acceptable in the role of originator. We drew comfort
from the static nature of the transaction without a revolving period and the strong focus on credit quality at LendInvest. Furthermore,
for complex BTL products the ICR criteria is set at a higher level than for single properties. According to our Originator Review, the
overall origination ability and stability of LendInvest has been classified as below average due to its smaller size compared to other
lenders in the BTL market and the short history in originating BTL loans. For more information see Appendices 1-4, which contain the
Originator and Servicer Review.

Servicer quality
As the servicing is delegated to Pepper (UK) Limited, we have reviewed both, LendInvest and Pepper (UK) Limited's procedures and
practices. We drew comfort from the delegation of the servicing activity to Pepper (UK) Limited. In addition, Pepper (UK) Limited
agreed to continue servicing the portfolio even in the event of default of LendInvest. According to our Servicer Review, the overall
servicing ability and stability has been classified as average. For more information see Appendices 1-4, which contain the Originator and
Servicer Review.

Set-off
As the originator is not a deposit taking entity, no borrower may set-off retail deposits against the Issuer.

ESG - Environmental considerations
Environmental risks to RMBS can arise from natural disasters, such as flooding, earthquakes, hurricanes, or wildfires, which can disrupt
borrowers’ lives and increase delinquencies or defaults, and can damage or destroy properties backing loans in the transaction or
surrounding infrastructure, lowering collateral value. Pool diversification mitigates the impact of many environmental risks on deals, but
regional concentrations can occur. Insurance is also a mitigant to many types of property damage. However, insurance often will not
fully cover the cost of the resulting damage. Furthermore, some risks are typically not covered by insurance on individual loans. These
include damage from earthquakes and flooding outside specified areas that require mandatory flood insurance, as well as loss of value
from damage to critical infrastructure.

ESG - Social considerations
Our analysis has considered the effects that the coronavirus outbreak and the announced government measures to contain the virus
are having and will have on the UK economy and on the performance of mortgage loans. Specifically, for UK RMBS, loan performance
will weaken due to an increase in the unemployment rate, which may limit borrowers' income and their ability to service debt. The
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softening of the housing market will reduce recoveries on defaulted loans, also a credit negative. Furthermore, borrower assistance
programs, such as Payment holidays, may adversely impact scheduled cash flows to bondholders.

Securitisation structure description
The transaction is a static cash transaction with five mortgage-backed notes (Class A to E). The ratings on the rated notes reflect
the support provided both by the junior tranches and the reserve fund, together with other structural features, such as how servicer
disruption risk and interest rate risk between the assets and the notes are mitigated.

The seller, LendInvest, sells a portfolio of residential mortgage loans originated by LendInvest to the Issuer, Mortimer BTL 2021-1 PLC,
who issues the RMBS notes in order to finance the purchase of the asset pool. The servicer, LendInvest, who delegates servicing to
Pepper (UK) Limited continues to service the assets. Exhibit 14-15 also illustrate other parties and their respective roles.

Structural diagram

Exhibit 14

Structural diagram

Source: Mortimer BTL 2021-1 PLC prospectus
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Exhibit 15

Diagrammatic overview of ongoing cash flow

Source: Mortimer BTL 2021-1 PLC prospectus

Detailed description of the transaction
Credit enhancement
The transaction structure includes five classes of notes backed by mortgages (Class A, B, C, D, and E). Class X1 and X2 Notes are not
backed by mortgages and will be mostly repaid out of excess spread. There is a non-amortising liquidity reserve fund at 1.0% of Class A
and B fully funded at closing until step-up date. After step-up, the reserve fund amortizes to 1.0% of class A & B, with the excess being
released to the principal priority of payment. As of closing, the transaction is expected to have annualised excess spread of around
2.0% (assuming stressed fees of 0.25%).

Flow of funds
Allocation of payments / pre-accelerated revenue waterfall: On each quarterly payment date, the issuer’s available funds (i.e. interest
amounts received from the portfolio, the reserve fund to the extent necessary only and interest earned on the Issuer’s account) will be
applied in the following simplified order of priority:

1. Senior expenses;

2. Issuer profit

3. Amounts due to the Swap Counterparty;

4. Interest on Class A notes;

5. PDL on Class A;

6. Interest on Class B;
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7. Liquidity reserve Fund up to the required amount

8. PDL on Class B;

9. Interest on Class C;

10. PDL on Class C;

11. Interest on Class D;

12. PDL on Class D;

13. Interest on Class E;

14. PDL on Class E;

15. Interest on Class X1;

16. Interest on Class X1;

17. Principal on Class X2;

18. Principal on Class X2;

19. Servicing fees in excess of senior servicing fee cap;

20. Swap subordinated amounts

21. Surplus to certificate holders

Allocation of payments / pre-accelerated principal waterfall: On each quarterly payment date, the principal amounts received from the
portfolio and amounts applied to clear PDL will be applied in the following order of priority:

1. Senior fees and Interest on the Class A, B, C, D and E Notes if not paid from relevant available revenue funds;

2. Principal payments in sequential order:

– Class A Note principal until redeemed in full;

– Class B Note principal until redeemed in full;

– Class C Note principal until redeemed in full;

– Class D Note principal until redeemed in full;

– Class E Note principal until redeemed in full and

– Surplus to Certificate holders.

Class X1 and X2 notes are not backed by assets and will be paid with remaining excess spread. Also, the principal on Class X1 and X2
will be paid with any remaining excess spread, i.e. the interest and principal payments on Class X1 and X2 will equal the amount by
which the issuer's available revenue funds exceed the amount required to satisfy the items 1 to 14 of the revenue waterfall (see above).

Allocation of payments/PDL-like mechanism
PDL is recorded when there are 1) realised losses, and 2) use of principal to cover income shortfalls (only for Class A to E notes). A
realised loss is defined as a shortfall in principal of any loans in the mortgage pool.
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Liquidity reserve fund
- At closing the liquidity reserve fund is fully funded at 1.0% of the original principal amount of Class A to B notes. The liquidity reserve
fund is available to pay senior expenses, interest on Class A and - subject to PDL on Class B being less than 10% of that Class - interest
on Class B notes.

- This fund is non-amortizing until step-up date and will be maintained at 1.0% of the original principal amount of Class A to B notes;

- After step-up date, the reserve fund amortizes to 1.0% of Class A & B. The liquidity reserve excess amounts will be released to
available principal funds.

Liquidity

» Principal to pay interest mechanism. Principal is always available to pay interest on Class A notes, and will be available to pay
interest on Class B and E notes if they satisfy the principal diversion condition i.e. Class B, C, D and E are the most senior class of
notes outstanding.

» Liquidity reserve fund. Given its senior position in the waterfall, the liquidity reserve fund is expected to be available in all but the
extreme loss scenarios. The liquidity reserve fund will be available as a source of liquidity for Class A and, subject to a PDL condition,
B notes.

» Lack of liquidity support for Classes C to E. While the liquidity reserve provides liquidity support to Classes A and B, Classes C to
E do not benefit from any liquidity support as long as more senior classes of notes remain outstanding. Only once a class becomes
the most senior outstanding class of notes, it starts to benefit from principal to pay interest. The lack of liquidity support for Class
C could lead to a missed interest payment on this class in the event of a servicing disruption; this risk is taken into account in the
analysis and constrains the rating of Class C.

Asset transfer

» Equitable assignment of mortgage loans and their related security from the seller to the issuer under the relevant Mortgage Sale
Agreement.

» Upon the occurrence of a perfection event (e.g. insolvency of the seller or legal title holder), the legal title in the loans and their
related security will be transferred from the seller as legal title holder to the issuer.

Cash administrator
Citibank N.A. acts as the cash manager through its London branch. Its main responsibilities are, inter alia, maintenance of ledgers,
distribution of funds according to the priorities of payments and preparation of investor report. Upon the occurrence of any of the cash
manager termination events, the issuer shall identify and select a replacement cash manager within 30 calender days. The termination
events are:

» Default of the cash administrator in the performance of its duties;

» Insolvency of the cash administrator;

» Order or an effective resolution is passed for winding up the cash administrator;

» Enforcement notification in combination with the trustee' opinion that the continuation of the appointment of the cash
administrator is prejudicial to the interests of the holders of the most senior class of notes.

Enforcement of reps & warranties (R&W)
If material breaches of R&W have not been remedied within 90 days of notification of such breach to the seller, the seller will be
required to repurchase or substitute, or procure that an affiliate repurchases or substitutes, the relevant loan which is a subject to a
breach of warranty.
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Call option
On or after the step-up date (payment date falling on or after 21st June 2026), the issuer may redeem the notes with the amounts
standing to the credit of the bank account and any other funds available to the issuer, are sufficient to

» redeem all the notes in full together with the accrued and unpaid interest on such notes,

» pay amounts required under the post-enforcement priority of payments to be paid in priority to or pari passu with the senior notes
on such interest payment date,

» any other costs associated with the exercise of the optional call.
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Securitisation structure analysis
Our ratings are based upon the quality of the asset pool, the levels of credit enhancement and liquidity furnished by the subordinated
tranches and the reserve fund, and also the structural and legal integrity of the transaction.

Primary structural analysis
We consider the probability of default under the notes as well as the estimated severity of loss when assigning a rating.

Tranching of the notes
Once the loss distribution of the pool under consideration has been computed, a cash flow model is used to assess the impact of
structural features of the transaction. It calculates the average lives and the losses experienced by the notes for every loss scenario
for the portfolio. Based on these numbers, the expected loss and the weighted-average lives for the notes are calculated as weighted
averages based on the probabilities of the respective scenarios. The expected loss on each tranche together with the notes’ weighted-
average life determines the rating, which is consistent with our target losses for each rating category.

We have already described above the main input parameters of the model. The result of weighting each severity of loss output with the
probability of occurrence, is both the expected loss for the notes as well as the expected average life. We then compare both values to
Moody's Idealized Expected Loss table.

The exhibit below shows the lognormal loss distribution of the portfolio (green line). The blue line in the exhibit represents each loss
scenario on the loss distribution curve for the loss suffered by the Class A notes (in our modeling). For default scenarios up to 17.7%,
the Class A notes are not suffering any loss. 18.3% is the first default scenario under which the Class A notes would suffer a loss. The
steepness of the curve then indicates the speed of the increase of losses suffered by the Class A notes.

Exhibit 16

Lognormal default distribution
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Assumptions and definitions
We use the following main assumptions and definitions in our cash flow modeling:

1. Assumptions:

a. It has been assumed that the WA margin that the portfolio yields is reduced by the prepayments of loans with higher
margins;

b. Stressed fees are 0.25% p.a. + £150,000 fixed fees compared to actual fees of around 0.20% + arrear fee of £55 per loan,
with a senior servicing fee cap of 0.25% and other senior fixed fees of £87,125;

c. Spread compression / margin analysis: See Additional Structural Analysis - Interest Rate Mismatch for a description of how
this has been treated.
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2. Definitions:

a. WA asset interest rate at closing is approximately 3.57%;

b. 100.0% of the loans in the pool are fixed-rate loans, resetting to three months LIBOR/BBR + margin between June 2021
and May 2026, with the weighted average fixed rate period being 4.0 years;

c. Cash in the transaction yields a SONIA minus 18 bps, without any floor;

d. The principal deficiency ledger records any losses on the asset and the application of any principal to meet any revenue
deficiency.

Comparables
Exhibit 17 shows the main structural features of the current LendInvest transaction compared with peers.

Exhibit 17

Comparables - structural features

Deal Name

Mortimer BTL 2021-

1 PLC

London Wall 

Mortgage Capital plc, 

Series Fleet 2021-01

Canada Square 

Funding 2021-1 PLC

Twin Bridges 2021-

1 PLC

Atlas Funding 2021-

1 PLC Hops Hill No.1 plc

Lanebrook 

Mortgage Funding 

2020-1 plc

Mortimer BTL 2019-

1 PLC

Notes payment frequency Quarterly Quarterly Quarterly Quarterly Quarterly Monthly Quarterly Quarterly

Replenishment periods N/A N/A N/A Pre-funding 

during the first 3 

months

N/A Pre-funding 

during the first 4 

months

N/A N/A

Rating and CE for senior note Aaa(sf) with 

13.43% CE

Aaa(sf) with 11.5% 

CE

Aaa (sf) with 

12.39% CE

Aaa (sf) with 

16.25% CE

Aaa (sf) with 

18.71% CE

Aaa(sf) with 

18.85% CE

Aaa(sf) with 

17.50% CE

Aaa(sf) with 

19.00% CE

Coupon on senior note SONIA + 0.70% SONIA + 0.75% SONIA + 0.95% 3m SONIA + 

0.85%

SONIA + 0.90% SONIA + 0.95% SONIA + 1.10% SONIA +1.30%

Reserve fund (Closing) 1.0% of Class A - 

B notes

1.0% 1.0% 1.5% (LRF; 

Class A & B); 

2.0% (GRF; 

collateralized 

notes)

2.5% of Class A-E

notes

2.0% of the 

collateralized 

notes

2.0% 2.0% of Class A - 

E notes

Reserve fund (Target) 1.0% of Class A - 

B notes

1.0% 1.3% 1.5%/2.0% 2.5% of Class A-

E notes

2.0% 2.0% 2.0% of Class A - 

E notes

Reserve fund fully funded at closing? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Reserve fund floor Non-amortizing Non-amortizing 1.0% of the Class 

A at closing pre 

stepup; no floor 

afterwards

Non-amortizing 1.0% of the Class 

A at closing

Non-amortizing N/A Non-amortizing

Hedge in place Fixed-Floating 

Swap

Fixed-Floating 

Swap

Fixed-Floating 

Swap

Fixed-Floating 

Swap

Fixed-Floating 

Swap

Fixed-Floating 

Swap

Fixed-Floating 

Swap

Fixed-Floating 

Swap

Swap rate or guaranteed XS (if applicable) 0.35% 0.37% 0.22% Max of 0.35% 0.58% 0.65% -0.02% 1.17%

Principal to pay interest? Yes Yes  for Class A to 

C notes but 

subject to seniority

Yes, for the most 

senior class of 

notes outstanding 

or if the PDL of 

the respective 

tranche does not 

exceed 10%

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Number of months liquidity in a stressed rate 

environment

13.2 13.2 6.0 12.0 10.0 9.0 8.0 8.0

Back up servicer Pepper (UK) 

Limited

N/A N/A N/A N/A None Shawbrook Bank 

Limited

NA

Back up servicer facilitator Law Debenture 

Corporate 

Services Limited

Law Debenture 

Corporate Services 

Limited

CSC Capital 

Markets UK 

Limited

INTERTRUST 

MANAGEMENT 

LIMITED

CSC Capital 

Markets UK 

Limited; Lendco 

Limited

INTERTRUST 

MANAGEMENT 

LIMITED

INTERTRUST 

MANAGEMENT 

LIMITED

Law Debenture 

Corporate 

Services Limited

Estimation language Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Borrower notification trigger Yes Yes No No No No No Yes

Sweep frequency from the collection account to 

the issuer's account

Other Daily Daily Daily Daily Daily Monthly Other

Total set-off exposure N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Set-off due to employee loans No No No No No No No No

Source: Moody's Investors Service

Additional structural analysis
Mitigating servicing disruption
Neither the servicer, LendInvest, nor the back up servicer, Pepper(UK) Limited, is rated by us. A servicing disruption owing to the default
of the servicers could lead to an event of default under the notes. This risk is mitigated by several features such as:
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» Pepper entered into a side letter to continue servicing the pool in case of a servicer termination event;

» The Law Debenture Corporate Services Limited is appointed as a servicer facilitator. The servicer facilitator shall use reasonable
endeavours to identify and select a replacement Servicer within 30 calendar days of the occurrence of a servicer termination event;

» Citibank N.A. act as a cash manager through its London branch, its main responsibilities are, inter alia, maintenance of ledgers,
distribution of funds according to the priorities of payments and preparation of investor report. To ensure continuity of payments,
the terms and conditions of the notes contain estimation language whereby the cash manager will estimate cash flows from the
three most recent servicer reports should a current servicer report not be available;

» Upon the termination of the cash manager, the issuer shall identify and select a replacement cash manager within 30 calender days;

» The liquidity reserve fund provides around 13.2 months of liquidity to pay the senior fees and debt servicing costs on the Class A
notes. The liquidity reserve fund is funded at closing.

Interest rate mismatch

» Fixed-floating mismatch: At closing 100.0% of the loans in the pool are fixed-rate mortgages, which will revert to three-month
sterling LIBOR/BBR plus a margin between June 2021 and May 2026, with a weighted average time to reversion of around 4.0 years.
The notes coupons are linked to SONIA, which leads to an interest rate mismatch in the transaction.

» To mitigate the fixed-floating rate mismatch the structure benefits from a fixed-floating swap that will be provided by J.P. Morgan
AG (Aa1(cr)/P-1(cr)). The swap will mature on the earlier of the date on which floating rate notes have redeemed in full or the date
on which the swap notional is reduced to zero.

» Under the swap agreement:

– The issuer pays a fixed rate of 0.35%;

– The swap counterparty pays SONIA;

– The swap has a fixed schedule according to which the notional will decline over time. At the expected maturity of
the swap in May 2026 all loans should have reset to a floating rate. We considered multiple stress scenarios in our
quantitative analysis with regards to overhedging;

– There is no floor on the payments received by the issuer from the swap counterparty, thus exposing the issuer to the risk
of negative interest rates, should SONIA fall below zero. This is partially mitigated by the short duration of the swap and
the amortising schedule of the notional;

– The swap framework is ISDA The collateral posting trigger is set at A3(cr) and the swap party replacement trigger is set at
Baa1(cr). Given the current counterparty risk assessment of the swap counterparty, the swap counterparty linkage does
not have a negative impact on the ratings of the notes.

» Base rate mismatch: Over time, all the loans in the portfolio will reset from fixed rate to a floating rate linked to three months
LIBOR/BBR. As is the case in many UK RMBS transactions, this basis risk mismatch between the floating rate on the underlying
loans and the floating rate on the notes will be unhedged. Moody’s has applied a stress to account for the basis risk, in line with the
stresses applied to the various types of unhedged basis risk seen in UK RMBS.

Cash commingling
All of the payments under the loans in this pool are paid into the collection account in the name of LendInvest at Barclays Bank plc
(Barclays, (A1/P-1; A1(cr)/P-1(cr)).

In addition, the following mitigants are included in the structure relating to the bank accounts:

» Payments will be transferred to the issuer account once the balance of the collection account exceeds GBP 30,000.0. The issuer
account bank is Citibank N.A., London Branch (Aa3/(P)P-1; Aa3(cr)/P-1(cr));
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» The issuer account bank will be replaced upon the loss of senior unsecured rating of A2 and a short term deposit rating of P-1;

» The collection account bank will be replaced upon the loss of senior unsecured rating of Baa3;

» There will be a declaration of trust over the collection account held with Barclays in favour of the issuer.

Given the above structural features we believe that commingling risk to the collection account is mitigated within the transaction.

Permitted investments
The issuer can invest the cash from time to time standing to the credit of the bank accounts in investments with a minimum required
unsecured, unguaranteed and unsubordinated rating of A2 (long term) and P-1 (short term).

ESG - Governance considerations
Strong RMBS governance relates to transaction features that promote the integrity of the operations of transaction for the benefit of
investors, as well as the data provided to investors. The following are some of the governance considerations related to the transaction:

» Risk retention: This transaction is subject to the UK risk retention requirements, which require the sponsor to hold at least 5% of
the credit risk.

» Agreed upon procedures (AUPs): An independent due diligence firm reviewed a sample of the portfolio and provided an agreed
upon procedures (AUP) report for data integrity matters. This increases our confidence that the data that we and investors relied on
is accurate.

» Servicing oversight: This transaction includes an independent reviewer (Rockstead, NR) who conducts periodic examinations of
the primary servicers to assess operational risks and monitor servicer performance.

» Bankruptcy remoteness: We expect to receive legal opinions to the effect that in the event of a bankruptcy or insolvency
proceeding with respect to key transaction parties, the securitized mortgage loans would not be treated as part of the estate of
such party. Also the SPV is a special purpose entity and is independently owned and managed. SPV directors are not incentivized by
applicable bankruptcy law to file for bankruptcy.
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Methodology and monitoring
Overview
The principal methodology used in this rating was Moody's Approach to Rating RMBS Using the MILAN Framework, published in
December 2020.

We will monitor the transaction on an ongoing basis to ensure that it continues to perform in the manner expected, including checking
all supporting ratings and reviewing periodic servicing reports. Any subsequent changes in the rating will be publicly announced and
disseminated through Moody’s Client Service Desk.

Significant influences: In addition to the counterparty issues noted, further deterioration in the housing market beyond that modeled
may have an impact on the subject transaction’s ratings.

Factors which could lead to a downgrade or upgrade
Significantly different loss assumptions compared with our expectations at close due to either a change in economic conditions from
our central scenario forecast or idiosyncratic performance factors would lead to rating actions.

For instance, should economic conditions be worse than forecast, the higher defaults and loss severities resulting from a greater
unemployment, worsening household affordability and a weaker housing market could result in a downgrade of the ratings. Downward
pressure on the ratings could also stem from (1) deterioration in the notes' available credit enhancement; (2) counterparty risk, based
on a weakening of a counterparty's credit profile, or (3) any unforeseen legal or regulatory changes.

Conversely, the ratings could be upgraded: (1) if economic conditions are significantly better than forecasted; (2) upon deleveraging of
the capital structure, or (3) a better than expected performance could also lead to upgrade.

Monitoring triggers
Interest rate swap triggers:1

» Remedy for loss of A2/P-1 is posting collateral.

» Remedy for loss of A3/P-2 is to transfer/replace the swap counterparty.

For Issuer Account Bank Triggers:2

» Loss of A2/P-1, remedy is to replace the account bank.

Collections Account Bank:

» Remedy for loss of Baa3 is to replace the collection account bank.

Monitoring report
Data Quality:

» The investor report is expected to contain all necessary information for Moody’s to monitor this transaction.

» Documents are expected to contain a provision for updated pool cuts to be provided to Moody’s quarterly.

» Loans which are modified to assist with arrears management will be reported as being performing from the end of the month in
which the arrears are cleared.

Data Availability:

» Report provided by the cash manager.

» The frequency of the publication of the investor report is monthly and the frequency of the IPD is quarterly.

» Investor reports will be publicly available on a website.
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The analysis that we undertook at the initial assignment of a rating for an RMBS security may focus on aspects that become less
relevant or typically remain unchanged during the surveillance stage. Please see Moody's Approach to Rating RMBS Using the MILAN
Framework for further information on our analysis at the initial rating assignment and the on-going surveillance in RMBS.

Modelling assumptions
Sensitivity to variation in some of the modelling assumptions may have been considered in the analysis.

Exhibit 18

Modelling assumptions
Expected loss: 1.5%

MILAN credit enhancement: 13.0%

Coefficient of variation (CoV): 72.6%

Timing of defaults/losses: Sine (3-11-21 quarters)

Recovery rate: 0.0%

Recovery lag: 100% in period 0

Conditional prepayment rate (CPR): 15.0% flat

Fees (as modelled): 0.25%, with a floor of GBP 150,000

PDL definition: Losses

Amortization profile: Scheduled amortisation of the assets

Country ceiling: Aaa

Margin compression: N/A

Basis risk adjustment - lender variable rate: N/A

Basis risk adjustment - other basis mismatch: 0.5%

Interest on cash: Yes

Commingling risk modelled? No

Excess spread (model output)*: 2.0%

* Annualized excess spread in a zero default scenario based upon the first payment period value using Moody's stressed asset yield and fees assumptions.
Source: Moody's Investors Service
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Moody's related publications
For a more detailed explanation of Moody’s approach to this type of transaction as well as similar transactions please refer to the
following reports:

Methodologies used:

» Moody's Approach to Rating RMBS Using the MILAN Framework, December 2020

» Moody’s Approach to Assessing Counterparty Risks in Structured Finance, June 2020

New issue reports:

» London Wall Mortgage Capital plc, Series Fleet 2021-01, May 2021

» Canada Square Funding 2021-1 PLC, March 2021

» Twin Bridges 2021-1 Plc, March 2021

» Atlas Funding 2021-1 PLC, February 2021

» Hops Hill No.1 plc, January 2021

» Lanebrook Mortgage Funding 2020-1 plc, September 2020

» Mortimer BTL 2019-1 PLC, June 2019

Special reports:

» Covered Bonds and RMBS - UK - Low arrears after payment holidays is positive, but risks will arise when government support ends,
March 2021

» Cross-Sector - UK - New UK budget is credit positive for RMBS, covered bonds and banks, March 2021

» Government of United Kingdom – Aa3 stable, April 2021

» Structured Finance – Global 2021 Outlook – Speed and extent of recovery will vary by asset class and region, with pandemic
weighing on performance, December 2020

» Structured Finance – Europe: 2021 Outlook, December 2020

» Structured Finance – Global - Payment moratoriums disrupt transaction cash flow while helping avoid borrower defaults, May 2020

»
Other report:

» Buy-to-let RMBS - UK : Performance Update, April 2021

To access any of these reports, click on the entry above. Note that these references are current as of the date of publication of this
report and that more recent reports may be available. All research may not be available to all clients.
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Appendix 1: Summary of originator’s underwriting policies and procedures
Originator Ability At Closing 

Valuation types & procedure for construction loans & LTV limits: - Not Applicable

Valuation types & procedure for new built properties & LTV limits: - Full valuation only supported by AVMs

LTV limit for first-time-buyers/Buy-to-let/other: - First time landlords 75% maximum LTV subject to:

1. No missed mortgage payments

2. Must own residential property for at least 6 months.

3. Minimum income £30000

4. No adverse credit

5. Only single residential properties - No HMOs or MUFB

Collateral Valuation Policies and Procedures

Value in the LTV calculation/ in the IT system: - Lower of PP or MV

- Both PP and actual value are recorded and LTV is based on the lower of

Type, qualification and appointment of valuers: - External valuers only via Connells as contracted by LendInvest (not the borrower) for 

most properties with less than 6 bedrooms. For large HMO's (>6 beds) is not via 

Connells but through a specialist panel valuer

Closing Policies and Procedures

Quality check before releasing funds: - A speak with call is carried out on every case to confirm key borrower identity 

information. The LI lawyer sends the COT to us which is reviewed by experienced 

members of staff and anything non standard is referred to an underwriter or manager. 

Note the solicitor acting for LendInvest is only one of two firms whom LendInvest has a 

contracted relationship with. The number of firms contracted to LendInvest is 5

Credit Risk Management

Reporting line of Head of Credit Risk: - Reporting line of HoCRR is CIO (owners and board of directors)

Track loan performance by loan characteristics? - Yes and this tracking continues to be developed

Originator Stability: At Closing

Quality Controls and Audits

Responsibility of quality assurance: - QA manager reports to Head of Credit Risk & Recoveries

Number of files per underwriter per month being monitored: - Approx. 3 - 4 files through line approval

Management Strength and Staff Quality

Average experience in management: - 25 years

Technology

Tools/infrastructure available: - Automation at 20-40% - there is no automated decision making
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Appendix 2: Summary of servicer's collection procedures

Servicer Ability At Closing

Loan Administration

Entities involved in loan administration:

- Loan servicing is contracted to Pepper UK where they have a ring fenced and white labelled team.

Pepper carry out both primary servicing and special servicing on the BTL book. On the short term book, special 

servicing is carried out by the in house servicing and collections team

Early Arrears Management

- Pepper (UK) Limited who carry out both primary servicing and special servicing on the BTL book. On the short 

term book, special servicing is carried out by the in house servicing and collections team

- Field agents instructed at 60 days where no contact (or earlier if considered high risk) and at 60 days with no ATP 

Pepper to consider enforcement & refer to LIHQ for approval. In addition, by way of oversight, Lendinvest monitor 

the arrears position of the portfolio on a weekly basis and discuss cases with Pepper as required on a case by case 

basis and will direct actions as appropriate

- Diary dates will be set to follow up actions after c5 days or earlier as appropriate

- In the event contact is not made, contact will be attempted every 2 - 3 days and once contact is established diary 

dates will be set every c 5 days. If contact cannot be established then consideration to using Field Agents 

- Promise to pay and Arrangements to pay may be considered as appropriate to circumstances on a case by case 

basis. Loan Modifications are not allowed

- 90 days + arrears with no ATP: Must be referred to Lendinvest. Litigation to be considered on a case by case 

basis and approved by Lendinvest. Commence Enforcement action only once all other reasonable efforts to reach 

an acceptable solution have been exhausted. Enforcement requires Lendinvest approval

- Contact will be made as appropraite to circumstances of the case. By this  point litigation is to be considered and 

referred to Lendinvest for approval 

- Field Agent visits will take place

Transfer of a loan to the late stage arrears 

team/stage:

- Late stage arrears is 3 months (90 days past due). The Pepper servicing team deal with both primary and special 

servicing at early and late stage

- Pepper (UK) Limited - as above 

- Pepper use the services of external solicitors on their panel who are chosen for their expertise and experience and 

suitability.Solicitors: England and Wales: Aberdein Considine & Drydens Fairfax. 

Scotland: Optima and Morrisons

Ratio of loans per collector (FTE) in late arrears 

stage:

- Not applicable at this stage 

Analysis performed to assess/propose loss 

mitigation solutions:

- The financial position of the borrower will be considered in terms of both income & expenditure and asset position

 Legal proceedings against a borrower: - At 60 days with no ATP Pepper to consider enforcement & refer to LIHQ for approval.

- 90 days + arrears with no ATP: Must be referred to Lendinvest. Litigation to be considered on a case by case 

basis and approved by Lendinvest. Commence Enforcement action only once all other reasonable efforts to reach 

an acceptable solution have been exhausted. Enforcement requires Lendinvest approval. Possession action or LPA 

Receiver appointment as approriate

Entities involved in early stage arrears:

Arrears strategy for 1-89 days delinquent

Arrears strategy for 90 days and more 

delinquent to late stage

Loss Mitigation and Asset Management Practices:

Entities involved in late stage arrears:
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Appendix 3: Originator assessment

Originator Assessment Main Strengths (+) and Challenges(-) 

Average

Originator Ability

- 100% broker origination

+ Sales and risk are independently managed

- None of the loans are automatically underwritten

- 2-3 years underwriting experience within the LendInvest team

+ No recognition is given to the underwriter for number of offers issued

+/-  PP and actual value are recorded and LTV is based on the lower of

+/- Lendinvest will pay the valuer of a property

+ No use of internal valuers, external valuers via Connells, except if HMOs>6 units, they use a specialist 

valuer

+/- Minimum audit 5% of underwriter approvals which is increased if a concern exists

- No historical data to compare to at this point but our origination platform (BEP) is reconciled daily to 

Pepper following the API download on completion

-  Solicitor acting for Lendinvest is increased, one of five firms whom they have a contracted relationship 

with

Credit Risk Management + Average 25 years experience on mortgage credit risk team

Originator Stability

Quality Control & Audit + Specialist QA manager (independent of team) reporting to Head of Credit Risk & Recoveries.

Management Strength & Staff Quality + Formalised induction programe mentored by manager and QA specialist. Prior to a mandate being given 

a detailed lending policy/underwriting test has to be taken and passed.

Technology - Underwriting and Operational automation is 20 - 40%, although no automated decision making

Overall Assessment:

Sales & Marketing Practices

Underwriting Policies & Procedures

Property Valuation Policies & 

Procedures

Closing Policies & Procedures
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Appendix 4: Servicer assessment

Overall Assessment: Average

Servicer Ability

+ All payments are made by Direct Debit.

+/- Solicitors are instructed and are responsible for arranging the registration of our 

charge.

+/- Lendinvest pay Pepper for the loan servicing.  Pepper servicing charge is 

based on the outstanding balance of assets

Early Arrears Management - Loan Modifications are not allowed. 

+ Full ID & V checks are carried out by Pepper (UK) on all incoming and outgoing 

calls 

+ Possessions to date total 6 with no capital losses reported

+/-  If there are tenants in the property, Pepper will consider other options such as 

appointing LPA Receivers (subject to Lendinvest approval).

+ Field agents will be made available to facilitate home visits to discuss a 

borrower's financial situation

Servicer Stability

- Yearly turnover rate c. 15%

+ Pepper has a Learning and Development Team 

- Tools and infrastructure available 60-80%

+/- Non-standard report will take between 6-24 hours

+ Servicing manuals for both Primary and Special servicing activities are available 

to both Pepper and Lendinvest. +/- Policies are reviewed every 6 months

Servicer Assessment:

Loan Administration

Loss Mitigation and Asset Management

Management Strength & Staff Quality

Quality control & Audit: 

IT & Reporting:
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Endnotes
1 See Moody’s Approach to Assessing Counterparty Risks in Structured, June 2020

2 Moody’s Approach to Assessing Counterparty Risks in Structured, June 2020
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